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FIG. 1: Schematic of the setup to make use of polarization
beam splitter (PBS) and half-wave plate (HWP) as the basic












(jHi   jVi) : (2)
With the dened movement and the Hadamard opera-
tion, we can construct the optical network to implement
the quantum random walk on a line. Consider the ar-
rangement shown in FIG. 2a, each PBS or PBS denotes
an integer point on the line. After the initial polarization
photon state j	
0
i undergoes a Hadamard transformation
and then passes through the PBS
0
, the horizontal com-
ponent moves to the right and the vertical component
to the left. Then each 45
0
rotation of the polarization
for two components produces the new chirality so that
it could proceed the next walk. The transmitted com-
ponents move to the integer 2 and  2 respectively, and
the horizontal component reected from PBS
 1
and the
vertical component from PBS
1




Here it should be noted that, in order to let all com-
ponents move forward and not mix with further input






, which is equivalent to move the integer 0 to 0
0
.
The integers 1, 0
0
,  1 compose a new line, leading to con-
venient measurement after the random walk, as will be







further undergoes a Hadamard operation and
then performs the next step of the walk. The transmit-




will move to the













































FIG. 2: Schematic of the setup to implement quantum ran-
dom walk on a line with three steps (2a) and the optical net-
work with N steps (2b).






















. The integers 3, 1
0
,  1, and  3
assemble a new line and one can position four detectors
behind them to measure the probability distribution after
three steps. By iterating the above steps, we could im-
plement random walk on a line with the unlimited steps
in principle by simply adding more PBS's, PBS's and
HWP's. This optical network for quantum random walk
for arbitrary N steps is shown in Fig. 2b.
The essential idea in our scheme is to introduce the
dynamic line, which is equivalent to the original line on
which the walk is performed. With the moving integer
positions we could fulll all the requirement for the quan-
tum random walk in a line and the scheme provide us a
convenient method to measure the distribution after cer-
tain steps. Furthermore, it is easily found that the gen-
eral quantum random walk proposed in Ref. [5] can also
be implemented in our scheme, by rotating the photonic





when performing the Hadamard trans-
formation. Note that in this case the angle between the
HWP axis and horizontal should be =2.
So far, we have described the quantum random walk
on a line. We now discuss how to realize it exper-
imentally. To implement the quantum random walk,
the source that produces single photons is demanded.
It is available with quantum-dot single photon sources
[12, 13, 14, 15] or with parametric down conversion [16]
by performing a measurement on one photon. In the
quantum random walk, the probability distribution is
strongly dependent upon its initial state. The general
input j	
0
i = cos  jHi + e
i'
sin  jVi can be easily ob-
tained by letting single-photon sources pass through two
QWP's and a HWP [17]. The key requirement for the
experimental realization is to overlap the horizontal com-
ponent and the vertical one on the PBS in order to utilize
the quantum coherence. This could be achieved, such as
in the Rome teleportation experiments [18]. Finally, the
features of the quantum walks could be investigated by
positioning detectors behind the PBS's at the nal step.
All these requirements have been in the reach of the cur-
rent technology of linear optics. Also, since the single
photon source is very bright, the steps for the quantum
random walk are scalable. This is comparative to other
scheme such as ion trap [8] or NMR system [10] with only
a few steps. Therefore, with our scheme one can investi-
gate quantum random walks with any initial state for a
large number of steps. It should be noted that, whenever
taking odd steps or even steps, we need only measure
the distribution in the odd positions or in even positions,
respectively. But it will not lead to any contradiction be-
cause it is obvious that, for either the quantum random
walk or the classical one, the probability is zero at even
(odd) positions when taking odd (even) steps.
As described by many authors, the remarkably dis-
tinguished features between the quantum random walk
and the classical one stem from the quantum coherence.
However, one could implement the classical random walk
by decohering quantum states in our scheme. With slight
modication of our scheme, this can be realized by appro-
priately placing phase shifts more than coherence length
of single photon in the optical network, so that the state
of the quantum walk decoheres after each step. There-
fore, our scheme could be fully used to compare the re-
markable features such as the probability distribution
and the standard deviation to the classical one for ran-
dom walk on a line. Further, by changing the phase shift
between zero and the coherence length, it is also possi-
ble to investigate the decoherence eect in the quantum
random walk in experiments.
In conclusion, we have proposed a feasible scheme to
implement the quantum random walk on a line with lin-
ear optics elements. In the scheme we construct the dy-
namic line so that we could conveniently measure the
probability distribution after certain steps. With nowa-
days single photon interference technology and highly
precise linear optics elements, our scheme are exible
and scalable, and could be implemented experimentally
for any initial state with a large number of steps. The
experimental realization of quantum random walk also
provides us a valuable estimation for quantum computer
with linear optics.
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